Spanish Financial Transaction Tax (FTT)

Manage FTT Compliance with an Industry-Proven Classification for Eligible Financial Instruments.

The Spanish FTT add-on service from SIX allows firms to identify financial instruments that fall under the Spanish Financial Tax regime that entered into force on 16.1.2021. The data allows for identification of transactions in Shares and depository receipts of companies that meet the market capitalization threshold set in the FTT law. It supports pre-trade checks and operational requirements for calculating the 0.2% tax on eligible transactions.

An industry-proven approach
The scope of FTT-eligible transactions is defined by the Spanish FTT law and depends on an annual list of companies falling under the law published by the national Tax Agency. Companies can be added to or dropped from the list but the publication date of the official list makes it difficult for firms to have an up-to-date list of eligible instruments prior to first trading data of the new year. The data expertise that SIX has gathered in providing FTT classifications for e.g. France and Italy allows for timely production of final classifications and (if requested) preliminary lists of instruments subject to a changed FTT status. Our Tax Data Operations and Support teams are continuously monitoring developments of the FTT laws and lists published by the relevant national authorities.

Added value for derivatives transactions
In addition to the classification of eligible financial instruments, the Spanish FTT service from SIX also offers a notification on Derivatives and Convertible Bonds instruments that have underlying instruments subject to the Spanish FTT. This classification can be used to flag potential acquisitions of FTT-eligible securities that derive from the execution or settlement of convertible or exchangeable bonds, as well as derivative financial instruments. This information is provided via the Investor Information link which is an industry-proven approach for linking reference data attributes with Tax/Regulatory data.

Non-comprehensive list of Stamp Duty/FTT Services covered by SIX
- Swiss Stamp Duty
- UK Stamp Duty
- Hong Kong Stamp Duty
- Singapore Stamp Duty
- French Financial Transaction Tax
- Italian Financial Transaction Tax
- Belgian Stock Exchange Tax (TOB)
- South African Securities Transfer Tax
Key benefits
- Fully automated subscription-based service to avoid complex data analysis
- Comprehensive service that gives you the classification of eligible financial instruments, applicability dates and applicable tax rates at a glance
- Supports end-clients in fulfilling their FTT operational requirements
- Can be used as a tax suitability attribute indicating a transactional tax cost charge
- Supported by dedicated Tax Data Operational staff in the respective locations

Additional important features of the service
From a testing, integration and implementation point of view, the Spanish FTT add-on service from SIX offers the advantage of delivering only new FTT domain values within an established data model structure. The Spanish FTT information on eligible instruments is provided through the VDF data feed or via file-based delivery upon request.

Trust our expertise

Our FTT classification services are used by over 300 major financial institutions worldwide.

Stamp Duty and FTT data is produced and maintained for 15 regimes with dedicated tax and data support teams.

Leader with long-lasting experience in Tax Data Services for transactional, reporting-related and suitability purposes.

Over 90 years of experience with the provision of data.

Awarded 7x for excellence in 2020.